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Abstract

In the context of location, large amounts of information are available on the Internet
to be accessed by people via different devices. However, at times people have to
manually search and access it. If the space where location-based services are available
can be identified by hand-held devices, people can be prompted with services available
around them. This thesis explores the use of ultrasound as a communication medium
to tag such spaces and access location-based services with the related information; and
demonstrates the indoor implementation of the prototype of a location-based services
enabling system for hand-held devices. This system allows users to search and access
the available services in their surroundings through their hand-held devices. A beacon
generator placed in the service location broadcasts a service code mappable to the
services particular to that location encoded in an ultrasound signal. The hand-held
device can identify this signal and prompt the user with available services. System
design and architecture is demonstrated and the viability of the system is tested
through a variety of environments and scenarios showing that potentially this has
both a wide range of applications and can enhance the way people access locationbased services.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Advancements in mobile computing and telecommunications have led to a wide range
of services and functions pervasively available to mobile users. The use of outdoor
location-based services associated with GPS has become phenomenal. However, indoor location-based services are limited, yet they have great potential for many useful
applications. Imagine a device with the ability to sense the presence of users in its
surroundings and that can trigger multiple events based on users’ choices and needs.
These triggered events will present the user new possibilities of accessing the information related to their location via their mobile device. For example, as a user enters
a building, at the entrance a device senses his presence and sends information about
the building to his mobile device. In the same way as a user enters his home, a mobile
phone can identify the location and forward this information to a server, which in
turn can control the music, start up the computer, update his location status on social
networks, start warming up the coffee and so forth. This thesis explores the implementation and prototyping of technology that enables such an indoor location-based
service, using ultrasound.

1.1. MOTIVATION

1.1

2

Motivation

Mobile phones are seamlessly integrated into our daily routine [3]. There are a huge
number of functions and services that can be accessible through mobile phones. Furthermore, a user-friendly interface can allow access to the digital information via
mobile phones making it an informative hub of daily life activities. Whether text
messaging, checking emails, getting updated about events, using social networks,
playing games, listening to music and radio channels, making important notes and
scheduling activities, navigating to different locations, looking for coffee shops, etc.
Although technologies such as QR Code, NFC and Wi-Fi are contributing to the
ease of interaction between the user and his environment, there are some limitations
which are discussed in 2.2. This research targets these limitations to ease the process of service discovery for users carrying mobile devices in indoor environments. It
aims to achieve device or person tracking as well as facilitating users in buildings in
searching and using digital services around them. In the system presented in this
research, ultrasound waves are used to broadcast information that when received by
a mobile device can be mapped to a location, enabling a variety of services, taking a
step towards realization of Ambient Intelligence [4].

1.2

Objective

The interaction of the user and his environment can be enhanced by using devices
and technologies that are easily accessible. This thesis proposes the design and implementation of a system named Location-Based Service Enabling System (LBS-ES),
that enables the use of mobile devices to discover and interact with indoor-locationbased services pervasively. It explores the viability of defining and identifying indoor
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boundaries using ultrasound and hand-held devices.

1.3

Organization of Thesis

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter two reviews the need for
an indoor location-based service enabling system and discusses the work done in the
related fields, as well as weaknesses of current generation location-based applications.
Chapter three presents the practical design of the system and potential applications
of the system are discussed. Implementation details along with test cases and results
appear in Chapter four. Chapter five summarizes the thesis, outlines the system
limitations and future work.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work

“The most profound technologies are those that disappear. They weave themselves
into the fabric of everyday life until they are indistinguishable from it.” [5] are the
starting lines of the paper in which Mark Weiser introduced the term ”Ubiquitous
computing”. Ubiquitous computing is a concept of integrating objects in our daily
routine with computing so thoroughly that the computers seem to be hidden and absent. This concept has been partially realized with the emergence of mobile computing
and the variety of small sized devices with embedded computers which streamline our
interaction with our surroundings.
It is of primary importance to know the whereabouts of users in the context of
location-based services. This can be achieved by identifying the space user is currently
present in. For outdoor environments, Global Positioning System (GPS) can provide
the location information anywhere around the globe, but for indoor environments
GPS is not reliable as the signals from the satellites scatter off the building walls
and do not penetrate through them. Indoor space identification can benefit users by
automatically connecting their mobile phones to the services around them as well as
helping service providers to promote and broadcast their services in more accessible
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ways.
The importance and application of a system that allows location tracking of mobile
devices in indoor environments is increasing as our mobile devices are becoming more
user-friendly and support an ever growing set of features. Mobile phones are taking
over the computing platform worldwide [6] as the majority of Internet users choose
mobile phones to access different services. This makes research in this field more
significant. Though there have been many techniques and solutions developed for
indoor mobile localization, most are not commonly accessible.

2.1

Location-based service (LBS)

Location-based service (LBS) can be defined as, “LBSs are information services accessible with mobile devices through the mobile network and utilizing the ability to
make use of the location of the mobile device.” (Virrantaus et al. 2001)
The sense of location of the user adds a new dimension to the interaction of
users and services, creating a new paradigm for a wide variety of applications and
potentially enhancing every other mobile or Internet service. Applications of such
services have found their way in a wide variety of areas ranging across navigation from
one place to another [7, 8], check-in services and social applications [7, 9], games [10,
11] in which game logic and objectives are affected by the location of the player,
emergency services [12], hospitals [13] and museums [14].
There are four basic components of a location-based service [15]:

Mobile Device A hand-held wireless device that enables the users to interface with
the service.

2.2. LOCALIZATION
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Communication Medium A communication channel that can be used to transfer
the requested information to the user from the service provider’s data collection.

Positioning Component A component that can determine location.

Content Provider

An accessible collection of information that the service provider

provides as required via the communication medium.
Mobile devices have now become ubiquitous. Mobile phones carry computational
power and variety of in-built sensors for different functionalities that enhance the virtual connection between the user and his surroundings [16]. This opens new gateways
for location-based services. There are over 1,000 location-based applications available
on Google Play Store and over 6,400 applications on IPhone App Store [2]. Figure 2.1
of LBS on Android based categories shows how versatile the location-based services
are. Figure 2.2 shows the growth of LBS applications on the Android operating system. Swedish analysts from Berg Insight forecast a growth of the LBSs revenues in
Europe from 220 million in 2009 at a compound annual growth rate of 12% to reach
420 million in 2015 [17].

2.2

Localization

Localization is a mechanism of determining the location of a device. Outdoors localization is achieved using GPS. However, no solid technology is readily available
for indoor localization. Significant research has been done in the last two decades in
indoor localization of portable devices to provide location aware applications. Many
of the solutions and techniques developed for mobile localization resolve the issue in
different ways, targeting different applications, see reference [18].
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Figure 2.1: Android LBS Apps by Category (reproduced from [2])
Many of the current generation of indoor localization applications use nearby WiFi devices as reference nodes and use their information in methods like triangulation
to detect a device’s location. These techniques can achieve an accuracy to within
a meter( [19]. Such indoor localization techniques rely on site surveys which can
be time consuming and labor intensive [16]. The extensive feature set of current
generation mobile phones provides even more ways to perform localization [20]. The
most common indoor mobile localization techniques are reviewed below.

2.2.1

Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11)

Wireless LAN has become a very popular wireless local networking solution in public
areas, offices, hospitals, universities, etc. [21]. As WLAN modems can be found in
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Figure 2.2: Total Android LBS Apps by Month (reproduced from [?]
almost every building, it makes them a good candidate to be used for localization.
WLAN positioning systems have an accuracy of approximately 10 to 100 feet with
update rate of few seconds [21]. Some of major WLAN based localization systems
are [22, 23]. Research on such localization systems is expanding as more commercial
products are coming in the market [8]. Google recently launched its Indoor Maps
application which can track mobile phones indoors but requires users to upload the
floor plans of the space in order to be able to be tracked [8].
An indoors user tracking technique is proposed in [24] which processes signal
strength and signal to noise ratio of the signals received from deployed WLAN devices
in an area to track the location of the user. The system determines location of a
mobile device by processing these parameters through the information gathered from
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the offline phase. In offline phase, a reference data is prepared by recording the
information of received signals in the operating area. In an experimental scenario,
three base stations were placed on a floor of an area 10548 square feet containing
more than 50 rooms and the location of a laptop was tracked. The median error
distance of the system recorded was 6.5 to 10 feet.
A WiFi based system is easy to deploy and setup because it can use already deployed WLAN devices and requires few access points to calculate location however,
fingerprinting is required before operating the system. There is a private issue because the location of the user is determined on the base station, which may use that
information without permission of the user.

2.2.2

RFID

Significant research has been conducted to use RFID for indoor localization [25–28].
Reference [27] provides a prototype system for indoor location sensing using RFID
technology in which the object or the person to be tracked carries an active RFID
tag with unique 7-character ID. RFID readers are carefully installed in the tracked
area, at known locations as they detect the signals from the RFID tags in their range.
That information is then processed on a server to calculate the location of the tags.
Each reader can detect up to 500 tags in 7.5 seconds. In some experiments [27] 4
RFID readers were installed in a lab with 16 reference tags 8 tags to be tracked. The
results show error distance of around 1 meter with maximum error distances less than
6.5 feet. However, in this system, the users have to use RFID tags.

2.2. LOCALIZATION
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Bluetooth

Bluetooth enables communication between supported devices with a range of 328
feet. Many mobile devices have in-built Bluetooth technology [1]. Several Bluetooth
based indoor localization techniques have been researched [29–32]. Authors in [33]
provide an indoor localization system using Bluetooth technology. The system has
an average accuracy of 6.5 to 10 feet with more than 95% reliability, the time delay
to calculate the location is from 15 to 30 seconds. The system is compatible with
any device with built-in Bluetooth chipset. Overall the system is accurate enough for
room level proximity detection but the time required to detect the location is more
than what most applications would require.

2.2.4

Ultrasound

Ultrasound can be used to identify the location of a user in a room. As the human
ear does not respond to ultra-sound frequencies (frequencies higher than 20kHz), the
signals will be inaudible. The hearing range of a young person is 20 Hz to 20 kHz [34].
The range of a middle-aged adult is 12 Hz to 14 kHz as the hearing range gradually
decreases with age. Audible range of some of the animals is shown in the table 2.1.

Advantages of using sound to identify the location of the user
Sound can be used to locate a user within a room level context.
• It can provide more control over the range of transmission.
• Transmission is confined by walls limiting the signals in a an enclosed area.
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Table 2.1: Hearing Range(Recreated from [1])
Species
Cats
Humans
Dogs
Elephants
Bats
Grasshoppers
Rodents
Whales

Low Frequency (Hz)
100
20
40
16
1,000
100
1,000
70

High Frequency (Hz)
32,000
20,000
46,000
12,000
150,000
50,000
100,000
200,000

• No extra hardware is required as almost every hand-held device has integrated
speakers and microphones.
• Beacons can be manufactured to produce ultra-sound signals at little cost.
• The behavior of sound is much more predictable than IR and radio waves. IR
needs direct line of sight and does not work in sunlight and under bright lights
Radio waves on the other hand can be adversely affected by interferences and
cannot pass through metal objects [1].

Disadvantages of using sound to identify the location of the user
Sound also has some disadvantages when used for detection of short pulses. Speed
of sound is 984 feet/second in air which is relatively slow and it bounces off the solid
objects. The original signal is scattered in the environment due to reflections of the
pulses. This causes multiple copies of the same signal to reach the target with different
delays, making it difficult to identify the original signal. An environment which
enhances such reflections can cause the effect of reverberation, making the signal stay
in the environment for a relatively longer time which might cause interference with
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other signals. To solve this problem longer pulses are generated to have successful
communications.

Medical concerns of ultrasound
Ultrasound signals from 20,000 Hz to 50,000 Hz are not harmful to humans if transmitted at low levels. In normal office environments, most noises lie between 20 kHz
and 22 kHz region of audio spectrum.
Ultrasound is suitable for indoor localization since the signals cannot penetrate
through walls. Many indoor localization systems are based on ultrasound [35–37]. A
localization system Active Bat [35], provides 3-D position and orientation information
of tracked tags. Tags periodically broadcast ultrasound signals which are detected
by sensor grid installed in the ceiling of the tracked area. The sensor grid forwards
the information of the signals to a centralized server which calculates the location of
the tag using multilateration techniques. It can track a tag with accuracy up to 9
cm. However, such a system is not scalable or easy to deploy because of the dense
sensor grid required to be installed on the ceiling. Also users have to wear a tag
to be traceable. The position of the user is calculated on a centralized server which
might cause privacy issues and there is no direct way of sending any data to the tag
if further information is required. Such a system can only be used to track a group
of people inside a building and the types of services compatible with such a system
are limited.
A system is described in [36] that tracks users in a building and enables applications based on their location. Each person carries a small sensor tag which identifies
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their location in the system. The location is calculated using multilateration algorithm from information gathered from signals that are broadcasted by the tag and
received by the ultra-sound receiver, installed in the ceiling at known locations. In an
application, desktop session of the users machine is transfer to the nearest machine
as he moves in the building. In another application, the system covers an area of
1000 sq.m on three floors with 720 receivers and positions of up to 75 objects can be
determined each second with accuracy of 3 centimeters in 3D.
In another ultrasound based system [38] a scheme of audio networking for context
aware computing [39] is described. The scheme uses ultrasound signals to enable
variety of devices to communicate and share URLs, IP addresses, notes, etc. to
enable different types of applications. In a test performed in an office, accuracy of
95% was recorded while two devices (11 feet apart) shared 172 16-bit identifiers with
transfer rate of 8 bits/s in normal office conditions and background noise. One laptop
and a desktop computer were used to process the audio communication. In our system
we attempt to achieve higher transfer rates and allow hand-held devices to be able to
use ultrasound as an incoming communication channel as well. Data transfer rate of
our system using ultrasound is 24 bits/s under typical background noise.
In another application with the same system [38], a laptop automatically configures itself to use the nearest printer in a room as it moves in a building. A beacon
placed in each room broadcasts a unique room identifier in every 15 seconds. Each
identifier takes 3.5 seconds to be broadcasted. The performance of such a system can
be very helpful but it can be modified to work better for quicker location identification. In our system a smartphone takes average of 2 seconds to identify the room.
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Research in [40] describes some experiments to achieve wireless device communication with audible sound. The research explores the possibilities making audible data
signals pleasant and rhythmic. The experiments show data rate of range 100 to 1000
bits/second using variations of B-ASK and M-FSK modulations. Our system is designed to use ultrasound for communication, constraining us to a small bandwidth of
20 kHz to 22 kHz. This limits us to use a smaller amount of coding frequencies. The
amount of signal processing is also important to be considered for mobile computing.

2.3

Applications of LBS

Location-based services can be mainly categorized into outdoor and indoor services.
In the next section we discuss the major applications of outdoor and indoor LBS
of current generations. These applications determine the location of the user via a
variety of means depending on the type of service.

2.3.1

Outdoor LBS

For outdoor services, the location of the user is commonly determined by technologies
like GPS, Enhanced 911 (E911) and service provider’s network.

Applications of Outdoors LBS
Navigation waze [17] is a LBS focused on community based traffic navigation available on mobile devices. It connects nearby drivers in a unique way to provide them
with the information about the road conditions and aids them in navigation. Every
driver can report traffic conditions and accidents to the community via a mobile application. This aids neighbour drivers to avoid the road blocks and drive through the
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fastest route. It also supports features like searching for the cheapest gas station on
the route. The service uses GPS of the mobile phone to locate and navigate users.

Social Networking Foursquare [7] is a social location-based service that allows
users to check-in and share their location with their friends on social networks. It
uses GPS to determine the location of the user and also features auto check-in features.
Since GPS is not very accurate and does not work properly in buildings, it can not
correctly identify users location to automatically check-in. In such scenarios users
have to manually check-in to the venues. The service uses GPS in the background to
track the user’s location, it can quickly drain the battery of the mobile phones.

Shopping Sprooki [41] is shopping based LBS that enables shoppers to find latest
deals near them via a mobile application. Malls and retailers send the location targeted messages to the shoppers outside the mall via the service to provoke sales. As
the service is targeted for outdoor services, it determines users location via mobile
phones’s GPS. Customers can also purchase products directly and securely through
mobile phones. Similar to the social application, continuous use of GPS in the background can quickly drain mobile phone’s battery.
Google Shopper [42] and Goodzer [43] are similar local shopping services that allow
users to search for products in the nearby local stores. Groupon [44], LivingSocial [45]
and Google Offers [46] are similar services which offer daily deals to the user depending
on their location.

News and Weather There are various applications [47, 48] of location-based services for news and weather information. These applications use GPS or information
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from the network service provider to estimate the location of the users and provide
them with their local weather forecast and news updates.

Fitness Endomondo [49] is a community based outdoor sports tracking application
for mobile phones. It uses GPS to track its users as they perform outdoor activities
so that it can be analyzed. It also features newsfeed from recent activities done by
the user and his friends and allows them to compete with each other.

Emergency and Safety A public safety service Enhanced 911 [50] allows its customers to report an emergency via phones. It enhances efficiency of the emergency
services by being able to determine the location of the dialer. It can determine the
location via variety of technologies like triangulation and assisted GPS.

Games There are variety of video games with location-based features challenging
players with location oriented tasks. SCVNGR [17] is a location-based game on mobile
phones that allows its user to go to different locations and do variety of challenges to
earn points as well as real-world awards. It uses mobile phone’s GPS to determine
players location.

2.3.2

Indoor LBS

For indoors services the location of the user is determined by the use of technologies
like Wireless LAN Modems, RFID tags, Bluetooth, ultrasound and infrared as GPS
cannot operate in such environments.
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Applications of Indoors LBS
Navigation Google Indoor Maps [8] provides indoor maps and navigation for indoor
environments. It uses information gathered from nearby wireless LAN modems (signal
strength triangulation) in the area and the GPS of the mobile device to estimate the
location of the user. The service also features an option to upload a floor plan for
more accurate localization. The accuracy of such systems is about 16 to 33 feet. This
technology will not work very well in environments with small amount of available
WLANs.
FastMall [51] is a location-based service for shopping which offers deals, indoor
and outdoor navigation. The application also records where the user parked the car
and navigates him to it. It provides users with turn-by-turn guidance inside malls
without the use of GPS or any localization technique. A mobile application enables a
user to download a map of the mall and on providing the application with the user’s
current location the application gives him turn-by-turn guidance to his destination.

Social Networking As previously discussed, Foursquare [7] and Facebook [9] also
serve as an indoor LBS as it allows users who checked-in inside a same or nearby
building connect each other.

Shopping Shopkick [52] is a indoor LBS that offers users points and exclusive deals
by walking into partner stores. A mobile application interfaces with the user to detect
the store by detecting ultrasound signals generated from a device installed in the store.
As sound waves cannot penetrate store walls, users mobile phone will not be able to
detect the the signals and thus any user outside the building will not be able to get
the deals.
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Travel IWAY [53] is an indoor positioning system that can be used in places like
museums, airports, offices and stores for navigation and audio visual information. It
determines the user’s location by fingerprinting techniques using available Wifi, GSM
and 3G/4G radio signals inside the building.

Medical Authors of [13] provides an indoor proximity detection system for nursing
context awareness in clinics which tracks location and proximity of nurses, patients,
medical equipment and provides information about them via processing RSSI of different Bluetooth devices. The proximity information can be exchanged between nearby
devices at a rate of more than 1 Hz on average within the range of 16 feet.

Emergency and Safety A system described in [12] uses pre-setup WLANs in the
University of Cincinnati to track mobile devices to make the campus call center more
responsive and efficient. The users need to register their phones MAC addresses into
the database for location functionality so not everyone can benefit from the service.

Utilities The system proposed in [38] demonstrates multiple applications where
ultrasound is used to share notes, URL and IP addresses between different devices in
close range. In another application called Pick-and-Drop User Interface allows users
to carry files and documents from one device to another. In another application the
laptop after locating itself automatically uses nearest printer when required.
A platform proposed in [36] describes a platform for context-aware computing
that enables applications to follow users as they move around in a building. A small
sensor tag identifies each person to the system, locates them in three dimensions and
the system transfers the users desktop to the nearest machine.
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GeoLife [20] is a mobile based system that uses ambient fingerprinting to determine
the logical location of the user. It processes information about Wi-Fi, light, color,
sound and accelerometer taken from sensors of smartphones for localization.

Games Escape! [54] is an indoor location-based horror game played through a handheld instrument with compass gauges and LEDs where the player battles invisible
monster’s attacks and tries to get to the escape zone as fast as he can.
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Chapter 3
LBS-ES: Location-Based Service Enabling System

3.1

Introduction

The focus of our work is to propose and evaluate an efficient and ubiquitous locationbased service enabling system for mobile devices. Efficiency is defined in terms of
time taken in service discovery with minimal system resources. The objective is to
enable smart spaces and associated services for all existing and potentially futuristic
mobile devices with minimal functional or operational interference ubiquitously. Our
novel proposed system namely Location-Based Service Enabling System (LBS-ES)
is an acoustic based location identification system which utilizes the ultrasound to
create a new channel of communication between the service providers and the clients.
It has four major components; Audio Beacon Generator (ABG), mobile device, backend server and the controller. The communication between mobile devices and ABGs
takes place via customized Four Frequency Shift Keying (4-FSK). The controller
synchronizes the ABG’s broadcast time to minimize the interference amongst beacons.
Furthermore, the system can be potentially implemented on any mobile operating
system.
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Motivation, Problem and Objective

Smart spaces are geographical locations that have the ability to sense and react to
people and devices present in them. A variety of sensing devices can work together
to collect information about each other and web-based services available in the surroundings to provide new kinds of interfaces for the services to the users. Significant
amounts of information are available around us via different services and devices.
However, most of the time it is difficult to have ways to access them. Such services
can be made more accessible by having different devices in a location communicate
with each other. For example, while driving towards home a user can send a message
to his home computer to initiate coffee brewing. The computer will communicate
with the coffee maker to start boiling up the water. Realization of such a concept
was not possible before due to lack of common communication mechanisms between
different devices however, now most devices have the capability to share information
with other devices.
To enable clients to discover a service, service providers must have some means
to communicate with clients. To make sure every client can easily access the service, it is advantageous for service providers to use the communication technologies
that are highly accessible to the masses. Most mobile phones nowadays have built-in
microphones. If a mobile phone’s microphone can be used to receive certain information sent for the clients by the service provider, we have our highly accessible
communication channel.
The communication should be inaudible to humans and only mobile phones shall
be able to identify it. To achieve this, a beacon device can be used to produce sound
waves inaudible to humans but detectable by the mobile phones via their microphones.
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This is how our system enables its clients to identify services in their surroundings. A
beacon device broadcasts a service code encoded in ultrasound signals particular to
a location-based service, which a mobile phone identifies via its microphone, decodes
the signals through signal processing and maps it to a service using a service mapping
algorithm. Once this process is done the mobile phone prompts the user with the
list of available services. A user can either proceed to access or ignore the identified
services. For this system, for every area where a service provider wants to provide its
services, a unique service code is generated. The service area is then recognized by
the client application through that service code.
The reason acoustic waves are chosen as the communication channel is that to
detect and identify sound waves no extra hardware is required on the client side,
as hand-held devices already have built-in microphone. Also, sound waves do not
penetrate through solid walls and are contained in a closed area making them a
good candidate to be used as a location identifier. There are some disadvantages of
using sound as a communication channel as well and hence this research also targets
judgment of feasibility of such a system.

Problems:
Sound is an error prone communication channel. Reverberation and echo make it
difficult to identify one signal from another due to slow damping in closed areas. Time
of discovery is an important parameter for such systems therefore one must develop
algorithms that can quickly transfer digital data with minimum amount of errors.
An appropriate balance between transfer rate and error rate of the communication is
required so that the process service discovery can be as fast as possible. It has to be
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designed to operate in the inaudible audio spectrum (frequency >20 kHz) which is
supported by all major mobile phones. As most of the mobile and hand-held devices
have built-in microphones and support processing of audio with sampling frequency
of at least 44kHz, ultrasound frequencies can be detected. We aim to design a system
that also supports multiple services/ABGs for one area divided into smaller subsections. The system supports most of the mobile and hand-held devices for the
realization of ubiquitous computing.
Design Goals:
The main objectives of our indoor location-based service enabling system are as follows:
• The system should realize the concepts of ubiquitous computing and should
be easy to install. System should interface with mobile phones and integrate
the information of the surrounding environment with the mobile interface in a
seamless fashion.
• System should incorporate a service discovery system that provides the user
with the available services in real-time. It should be able to use already setup
user interfaces so that service providers do not have to follow new protocols.
• System should use minimum resources of the client device to operate.
• System should be able to differentiate amongst different spaces efficiently.

3.3

System Architecture

There are four main components of our system as shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: System Architecture
Audio Beacon Generator (ABG): The ABG acts as an entity that enables
a process of discovery for a service in an area. It broadcasts the service code of that
service encoded into an audio signal via a speaker that has frequency response up to
21 kHz. A user can configure and operate the device with the software provided with
the system. The device can also be manually configured, customized and operated.
We call this device ABG.
An application ABG Configuration Console, is also provided with the system to
configure and operate the ABGs.
Controller: Controller is a background service that operates inside the ABG as a
software component and it controls the behaviour of the ABG. Its main responsibilities
include listening for messages over network for system setup and operation, initiating
the broadcasting of the ABG, sending messages to other ABGs notifying them of
their broadcasting turn (in case of multiple-ABGs in one location).
Mobile device: The mobile device acts as a client device which enables the users
to search for new services around them and interact with them. A client device listens
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to the broadcasted audio signals in its surroundings via its integrated microphone,
decodes the audio signal into the service code and allows the user to access the services
via the Internet. It can be a mobile phone, laptop or another device provided that
it has a compatible microphone. We have implemented our client side on Android
operating system for now.
Service providers:
Service provider in our system is basically a web-server that provides some locationbased services to its users. The URL of this website is encoded inside the acoustic
signals broadcasted by the ABG. These acoustic signals are then broadcasted by the
ABG so that any client devices in the surrounding area can decode it and access the
encoded web-service as shown in Figure 3.2.
As the transfer rate of digital data using acoustic signals is very slow, making
it unpractical to send a whole URL of a website or a service as it would take too
much time. Thus, a URL has to be compressed to make it faster to be broadcasted,
resulting in quicker service discovery. Hashing can also be one of the solutions to
shorten the size of the broadcast string but to simplify the implementation we are
using TinyURL [55] which is a URL shortening service. It can convert any URL into
very small strings.

3.4

Ultrasound Communication Algorithm

In this section, we explain the various design decisions, encoding and decoding algorithms, of the proposed system.
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Figure 3.2: System Architecture and Communication
3.4.1

Sound in closed space

Sound waves exhibits behaviours like reflection, absorption, refraction, diffusion and
diffraction. In a closed space, these collectively cause a phenomenon commonly known
as reverberation. In reverberation, the sound waves remain persistent in an indoor
environment for some time. This depends on the environmental composition and time
it takes for sound waves energy to become negligible.
Reverberation can adversely affect an audio-based communication system targeted
for indoor environments. For instance, a data packet carrying particular frequencies
might get interfered by data packets carrying frequencies adjacent to the original
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frequencies in the spectrum if the time gap between the packets is less than the
reverberation time in a particular environment. As a result, the client device will not
be able to distinguish and correctly identify the correct data frequency of the audio
data packet, therefore resulting in communication delays. As the reverberation time
increases, the errors and ability of our system to perform correctly decreases.
To solve these issues we adopt a customizable acoustic communication algorithm
to perform well in such conditions. In such environment, length of the audio packet
can be increased by introducing more lengthy silent gaps between the important
frequencies. This way enough of the components of the previous signal are damped
so that they will not affect the next signal.

3.4.2

Encoding Algorithm

Encoding of the service code in the ultra-sound audio signal is achieved by a customized version of Four Frequency Shift Keying (4-FSK) after applying a Base64
compression to the string. The whole encoding process has two steps.

Base64 Compression
Base64 is an encoding scheme in which each character is represented by 6 bits instead
of 8-bits. As in our case the string to be encoded is always textual data as TinyURL
service always shortens a URL to a sequence of textual strings, Base64 compression
is viable. This allows us to compress the original string by 25 percent. The Base64
compression algorithm also converts the compressed string into a stream of bits so
that they can be passed to the 4-FSK encoding algorithm for conversion into acoustic
signals.
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4-FSK Encoding
We are using a customized version of a four frequency shift keying encoding scheme
with two synchronizing frequencies. In this encoding scheme four unique frequencies
carry the actual data while two other frequencies are used to indicate the start and/or
end of the data. The algorithm reads a pack of two bits, turn by turn, from the bit
stream provided by the Base64 compressor and generates an audio file with packets
of sinusoidal waves individually comprising of different frequencies depending on the
data encoded. The audio file generated has a bit depth of 16 bits and has a sampling
rate of 48 kHz.
The generated audio file has the encoded data in form of audio packets, each
carrying information of two bits of the original data. A data packet is comprised
of three different frequencies; synchronization frequency, silence frequency, and data
frequency and is divided into four sections as shown in Figure 3.3. The synchronization frequency in the audio packet signifies that a new packet has begun and that
the upcoming acoustic signals will be a part of it until the other synchronization frequency is received. The silence frequency is introduced in between synchronization
frequencies and data frequencies to make it possible to distinguish them separately;
the reason being the sound waves reflection off solid objects causes a reverberation
effect. In a small room the reverberation is of no consequence but in large rooms and
halls it can result in slow damping of the acoustic signals. This causes the synchronization frequencies and the data frequencies to bleed into each other with modified
amplitudes resulting in incorrect detection of the broadcasted signals. There are four
data frequencies in 4-FSK encoding scheme. The frequencies used in this system are
shown in Table 3.1 each of which carries two bits of information. After the data
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Figure 3.3: Sample Audio Data Packet Waveform Carrying Bits ”11”
frequency a silence frequency is generated so that in reverberating environments two
audio packets do not bleed into each other. The data packet is arranged in a sequence
of synchronization frequency, silence frequency, data frequency, and finally silence frequency. The waveform of a data packet is shown in Figure 3.3. As shown in the figure,
total time for one audio packet = T1 + T2 + T3 + T4, which is 0.86 seconds in our
system. The pseudocode of the encoding algorithm is shown in the Algorithm 1. To
optimize length of the audio signal and resolve errors in the communication, lengths
of each of the parts of the packets can be modified as they greatly affect the operation
of the algorithm.
Frequency response of Android phones (LG Shine Plus, Google Nexus S, and
Samsung Galaxy SII) is not uniform on the whole spectrum, in fact it never is for
any smartphone microphone. For instance, the spectrograph in Figure 3.4 shows the
frequency response of the microphone of a Samsung Galaxy S II phone. The figure
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Frequency
(in kHz)
20.00
20.10
20.30
20.40
20.50
20.60
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Usage
Sync-1
Sync-2
00
01
10
11

Table 3.1: Frequency usage

Figure 3.4: High frequency spectrum of Samsung Galaxy S II
shows that the frequency response of the phone is uneven and starts declining towards
the high frequencies. The decline is prominent after 20.6 kHz. Same is the case with
LG Shine Plus and Google Nexus.
So we can conclude that the frequency response in the range of 20 kHz to 20.6
kHz is almost flat and can be used for data communication with frequency shift
keying. However, it is possible that some mobile phones may have varying frequency
response or may not respond to the frequencies in this range. For such mobile phones
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Figure 3.5: Frequency response of Samsung Galaxy S II for 20 kHz
the system will not work properly. We have introduced a gap of 100 Hz in between
each of the coding frequencies so that aliasing is minimized as it depends on the
quality of the speaker broadcasting the signal and the quality of the microphone how
accurately frequencies are produced and recorded. Figure 3.5 shows the frequency
response of a 20 kHz sinusoidal signal. As we can see, received frequency bleeds into
the neighbour frequencies and distorts them as well.
Therefore to stay in the most efficient operating spectrum of 600 Hz and have as
much distance between frequencies as possible, we introduced a 100 Hz gap in the
data frequencies. A gap of 200 Hz is introduced between the two synchronization
frequencies and the data frequencies. The reason for the bigger gap is that the
synchronization frequencies carry the most important information about the audio
data packet and they shall be affected as little as possible by the effects of the quality
of the speaker, microphone of the cell phone and the behavior of the sound due to its
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Figure 3.6: Acoustic spectrograph of Samsung Galaxy S II during service scan
surroundings. Figure 3.6 shows the spectrograph of the acoustic signals monitored
during a broadcast and it shows the separation between the operating frequencies
of the system and background noise and music frequencies, taken from an Android
application Audalyzer [56].
The synchronization frequencies are chosen as the best available frequencies, 20
kHz and 20.1 kHz, as the frequency response is more accurate in this range than in
higher frequencies. These frequencies alternate at the start of the next bit packet so
that in environments with high reverberation values, our system is able to recognize
the start of a new audio packet by looking for alternating frequencies. This way
the client side knows that the first audio packet will start with F1Sync, second with
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F2Sync, third with F1Sync and so forth.
The time for which each of these frequencies is generated is very important. The
length of each signal controls the transfer rate of the communication and at the same
time amount of error bits received on the client side. The reason for choosing four
frequencies shift keying is because data communication with sound is slow and much
more error prone. Hence we need to use more of the spectrum to speed up the
transfer rate. At the same time we have to consider the fact that coding data in more
frequencies will make more resource intensive decoding, drain the battery of the client
device. The algorithm also performs basic error checking and error correction.
Algorithm 1 Pseudo Code of Encoding Algorithm
INPUT: service code
OUTPUT: audio file
convert service code to a binary sequence BS
while read two bits from BS do
alternate the value of FSync between FSync1 and FSync2
append 1 signal of FSync to the audio file
append 1 signal of Silence to the audio file
if bits = 00 then
append 2 signals of F00 to the audio file
else if bits = 01 then
append 2 signals of F01 to the audio file
else if bits = 10 then
append 2 signals of F10 to the audio file
else if bits = 11 then
append 2 signals of F11 to the audio file
end if
append 4 signals of Silence to the audio file
end while
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Other Encoding Schemes
The amplitude shift keying encoding scheme because the amplitude of different frequencies can vary differently due to reflections, intersection of reflected and original
waves and diffraction of sound waves. Furthermore, the distance of the client from the
ABG will affect the amplitudes of the data signal, which makes it harder to decode
the signal correctly.
The phase shift keying encoding scheme was not chosen because of the fact that
after each reflection of sound waves, the phase of the wave is shifted. In this condition,
the client might receive the signal many times with shifted phase, making it hard to
correctly identify the originally sent signal. We also implemented 2-FSK however,
from our initial experimental analysis the data transfer rate was low. The 8-FSK
scheme was not implemented as the available reliable operating spectrum does no
suffice for such encoding.

3.4.3

Decoding Algorithm

The decoding algorithm receives a stream of audio buffers equivalent one signal which
is 441 audio samples. Signals are converted into audio data packets and audio data
packets to a stream of bits by the decoding algorithm. It decodes each buffer, by
processing the values of amplitudes of the received coding frequencies using a Fourier
transform. If a synchronization frequency is received, the decoding algorithm starts
forming a new audio data packet. All the data frequencies received after that are
accumulated separately until another synchronization frequency is received. As it
receives the buffer with the traces of the other synchronization frequency, it completes
the current audio packet. The data frequency with the biggest sum of the amplitudes
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is considered to be the data frequency for the current packet and it’s corresponding
bits set is added to the decoded stream of bits. The pseudocode of the decoding
algorithm, divided into different sections based on the task, is shown in Algorithms 2
and 3
Algorithm 2 Pseudo code of Audio Streamer
INPUT: main audio buffer
OUTPUT: audio buffer
while size of processed buffer < size of buffer for 10 seconds do
audio buffer = read 441 samples from main audio buffer
Decoder (audio buffer)
size of processed buffer = size of processed buffer + audio buffer
end while

After every service code a silence of 200 ms is introduced. This helps the client
to differentiate between two different broadcasts. When enough number of bits are
decoded, they are sent through the Base64 extractor to get the original service code.

3.5

System Components

In this section, we describe various system components, their respective design choices
and algorithms governing their operational behaviour.

3.5.1

Audio Beacon Generator

ABG is a device that is responsible for broadcasting the service code mapped to a
particular location and service. This makes the ABG a device that maps itself to a
single location and provides a way for surrounding client devices to be identify the
location and the related services.
ABG stores the service code in its local memory when configured. It supports
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Algorithm 3 Pseudo code of Decoder
INPUT: audio buffer
OUTPUT: bit stream
amplitude of F00 = get amplitude of F00 from audio buffer
amplitude of F01 = get amplitude of F01 from audio buffer
amplitude of F10 = get amplitude of F10 from audio buffer
amplitude of F11 = get amplitude of F11 from audio buffer
amplitude of FS1 = get amplitude of FS1 from audio buffer
amplitude of FS2 = get amplitude of FS2 from audio buffer
Sync = amplitude of FS1
if insideAudioPacket = false then
if Sync > threshold then
insideAudioPacket = true
Sync = alternate between amplitude of FS1 and amplitude of FS2
if FSync = FS then
FSync = FS2
else
FSync = FS2
end if
end if
else
if Sync > Threshold AND All other frequencies < FSync then
greatest value = find greatest value (sumF00, sumF01, sumF10, sumF11)
if greatest value = sumF00 then
decodedbitData += 00
end if
if greatest value = sumF01 then
decodedbitData+=01
end if
if greatest value = sumF10 then
decodedbitData+=10
end if
if greatest value = sumF11 then
decodedbitData+=11
end if
insideAudioPacket = false
else
sumF00 + = amplitude of F00
sumF01 + = amplitude of F01
sumF10 + = amplitude of F10
sumF11 + = amplitude of F11
end if
end if
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playback of an audio file with sampling rate high enough to produce frequencies upto
22 kHz. To make the broadcasting of the service code inaudible, audio signals must
carry frequencies higher than 20 kHz. An audio music player can be used as an ABG
however, it will work for only one audio tag in one location. Furthermore, to update
the service code of the ABG, it will be required to connect the device to a terminal
to generate and overwrite the audio file with encoded service code.
Instead, a single-board computer is used inside an ABG. The computer has enough
computing power to playback an audio file with sampling rate high enough to produce
frequencies higher upto 22 kHz and a wireless channel to configure the ABG remotely.
Such an ABG can encode the service code on its own board without the need of
external CPU processing.
To be able to produce frequencies up to 21 kHz we need to generate our audio
signals with 44.1 kHz of sampling rate. Sampling rate is the number of audio samples
carried by an audio signal in one second. This parameter of an audio signal determines
the range of frequencies that the signal can produce. According to NyquistShannon
sampling theorem if sampling rate is at least 44.1 kHz, frequencies up to 22 kHz
can be produced. We need a high sampling rate because we need more samples to
describe higher frequencies. Higher the sampling rate, the better the description and
more accurate reproduction of higher frequencies.
With low sampling rates, aliasing occurs which makes it difficult to identify different signals from each other. Methods like oversampling can be applied on the client
side to reduce noise and correctly distinguish high frequencies however, will require
significantly more processing power.
The ABG is designed so that it can be configured and operated remotely. To
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Figure 3.7: Audio Beacon Generator
this end we have integrated Wi-Fi with the ABG so that users can configure the
ABGs wirelessly. A Wi-Fi compatible device can connect to the ABG via an Ad-Hoc
network to modify the operational settings. Figure 3.7 shows the setup of the ABG
for our system.
Different ABGs must synchronize their broadcasts so that audio signals from ABG
do not interfere with the audio signals of the neighbor ABGs. To achieve this, we
designed the ABGs to operate in a network to allow them to communicate with each
other and broadcast in iteration. The ABGs are designed to work in two modes,
namely stand-alone and collaborative.
Stand-alone mode is designed for scenarios where the service provider desires to
tag only one location in an area for a particular service. In this mode, only one ABG
is placed in the service area where the service providers want its clients to discover
and use the service. The ABG is setup to broadcast the service code of that particular
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service and it continuously broadcasts its service code in its surroundings. When a
user inside that service area scans for services via our client application on the client
device, the application uses its microphone to identify particular audio frequencies
and decodes the received audio signal to a service code, maps the service code to
the URL of the service and shows the name of the service on the screen of the client
device to be interacted with. Figure 3.8 shows the message passing and operation
flow of the ABG setup in individual mode.
The collaborative mode is designed for conditions where multiple locations in one
closed area are to be tagged to provide the clients with several services depending on
their location. In this mode, the service areas of the ABGs are expected to overlap
with one another. This can cause interference between broadcasts of the ABGs close
to each other as all the ABGs operate with same set of frequencies, rendering the
client application unable to distinguish between different service codes and being
unable to discover any of the services.
To solve this issue, the ABGs work collectively and broadcast their service codes
one at a time in a synchronized manner. This way ABGs avoid interfering with each
other’s broadcasts but it results in taking more time to discover the services on the
client side. When one of the ABGs finishes its broadcast, it sends a message to the
next ABG as configured by the operator to start its broadcast and then that ABG
after its broadcast sends the message over the existing network to the ABG next to
it. The messages are sent over a network and Wi-Fi can be used through an ad-Hoc
network to achieve that. The Figure 3.9 shows the message passing and operation
flow of the ABG setup in collaborative mode.
The speaker as shown in Figure 3.10 inside the ABG is a small sized speaker
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Figure 3.8: Message Passing and Operation Flow in Individual Mode
with a frequency response of 60 Hz to 20 kHz and higher as required by our system.
Every small sized speaker we have tested had the higher limit of 20 kHz and still they
could produce the required frequencies. The system can perform better with higher
quality speakers with a frequency response of up to 20.6 kHz. These speakers are not
specialized for ultrasound but we are using them so that we develop our system in a
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Figure 3.9: Message Passing in Group Mode
way that any kind of speakers can be used with the ABG. The disadvantage of using
such speakers is that the clarity of producing higher frequencies is lost. When a high
frequency signal is produced some portion of higher and lower frequencies than the
generated frequency are also produced causing generation of some audible frequencies
and noticeable click sounds.
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Figure 3.10: Speaker
3.5.2

Mobile device

The mobile device is used to identify messages broadcasted from ABGs and access
the relative services. Currently we have implemented our prototype client application
on Android operating system. The application allows a user to search services in its
surroundings. For that a GUI is provided with the client application that shows a
list of searched services.
When the user clicks the scan button, the client starts listening to particular
frequencies via its microphone. When the device gets some identifiable signals, it
decodes them into a service code particular to each ABG and shows the service
name to the user. The device running our client application must be able to record
frequencies in the range 20 kHz to 20.6 kHz. We have tested our system on the LG
Shine Plus, Google Nexus S, and Samsung Galaxy S II which support such frequencies
and are compatible with our system. The application only listens for broadcasted
services for 10 seconds. The application can continuously search for services however,
that can drain the battery faster.
In our client application we have used a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz which is the
minimum specifications of the sampling rate of most of the audio supporting devices.
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Figure 3.11: Client Application Interface
Communication via sound will work better with 48 kHz as it is supported on most of
the phones and our system makes use of it when available.
As the client application on the user’s hand-held device receives the broadcasts
of ABGs, it sorts them according to the signal strength, showing the service received
with most power to the least power in descending order, see example in Figure 3.11.
For example, suppose there is a shopping mall with three sections. The owner of the
mall wants the customers to easily discover the products around them via the client
application and wants to help them make their way around the mall and at same
time have customers quickly see which products on sale or the products clients are
interested in. For this situation, three ABGs can be placed in each section, each with
a different service code mapped to each of the sections. A web-service with three
different sections will be setup that can interface with the customers. The URL of
those sections will be mapped to unique service codes. The ABGs will broadcast
those service codes one by one. When a customer in one of the sections uses the
client application to discover the services, he will be prompted with a list of services
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pertaining to all three sections but the section the user is currently in will be listed
first and highlighted.

3.5.3

Back-end server

As different types of services have different interfaces, it is important to let the service providers be in the control of how the user interacts with the services. In our
system the service provider enables the user to interface with the services via HTML
documents running on a web-server. Since all the modern mobile phones are able to
browse HTML documents, users can directly interface with the service provider via
mobile phones when the URL of that website is communicated to the mobile. The
service provider can design the interface in any way they want with an option to design mobile based web interface to provide easy interfaces. The URL of this website
is shortened using TinyURL which converts it into a short string of approximately
seven characters. This string is encoded to an audio signal by the ABG as configured
by the ABG Configuration Console. The client application on decoding the URL
launches the service website.
Our backend server includes features like Service Address, Location Message and
Facebook Check-in. Location message is a message for the place where the ABG is
placed. Users can also post messages for each other on that particular location via the
webiste. The messages are stored in a SQL database. A very simple PHP interface
was also developed to blend the service interface with the mobile operating system
instead of just websites but due to extensive work this feature is left for future work.
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Figure 3.12: ABG Configuration Console GUI
3.5.4

ABG Configuration Console

An application is designed to create 3D maps where ABGs can be deployed, operated
and configured via a GUI interface. User can create rooms with specified measurements as 3D maps which can be saved and loaded from files. There are two viewing
modes in the application, Fly Camera as shown in 3.12and 1st Person View as show
in Figure 3.13. Fly Camera helps the user in rotating the map around and zooming
in and out of the viewport. The 1st Person View helps the user in deploying and
configuration of the ABGs. The operator has to connect to the network of the ABG
to configure and operate it. The application communicates to the ABGs via TCP
connection over Wi-Fi or wired connection. This makes it easy to configure the ABGs
without moving them from their deployed location.
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Figure 3.13: ABG Configuration Console GUI with 1st Person View Mode
3.6

System Execution Process

This section explains the setup and execution process of the system.
Setup:

In the first phase ABGs are placed in the desired locations depending

on the requirements of the service provider. If a room contains one service only,
then one ABG is required. If the room is divided into sections, one ABG is placed
in each section of the room. When ABGs are powered up they start listening for
messages over TCP connections. An operator can configure them via interfacing with
the ABG Configuration Console. A user can connect to the network of the ABGs
through his local machine. Then via ABG Configuration Console a user can create
a 3D model of the room and place the ABGs in that model as in the actual room.
It is not mandatory to recreate exact map and deployment locations of the ABGs as
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the real room. The 3D map is generated to help the user to correctly identify and
configure the ABGs. After recreating the room and placing the ABGs in the map
user can configure each ABG’s service code, time delay after each broadcast and the
IP address of the next ABG. None of the settings are passed to the ABGs unless the
user sends the update settings messages via the update settings button in each ABG’s
settings menu. When the user clicks the update setting button, the ABG Configuration Console sends the new settings to the ABG via TCP packets. On receiving these
settings all the ABGs execute the encoding algorithm and update other operating
parameters. At this point the ABGs are in listening phase, configured and ready to
start broadcasting the service code.
Broadcasting: When all the ABGs in the room are in the listening phase, an operator can connect to the network of the ABGs through his local machine and send the
start message to any of the ABGs via the ABG Configuration Console application.
This will command the ABG to broadcast its service code once and send a start
message to the next ABG as setup by the operator. If there is only one ABG in the
area it will keep broadcasting its service code in a loop. This process will continue
itself until the operator sends a stop message to the ABGs.
Reconfiguration:

If the service provider wants to update the service code, the

ABG Configuration Console can be launched to load the map file of the room. Then
the operator can click on the ABG desired to be reconfigured and update the operating parameters. Then the operator can send the update settings message to the
ABG so that the ABG can update its settings. It is not required for a ABG to be
first reset and then configured. This can be done while the ABGs is in the process of
broadcasting.
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Potential Applications

There are a variety of useful applications of this system. It is not designed to replace
the current technologies of indoor localization but to facilitate the implementation,
localization and access to the desired information. The ease of the setup process
makes the implementation of the system quick. This makes it very attractive for local as well as commercial businesses. Following are some of the possible applications
of the proposed system.
Social Networks Check-in:

This system can allow users to check-in to different

locations easily. A service provider who wants to allow the users to check-in to their
locations, just has to setup the ABG in the desired area. Users present in that area
can use their mobile phones to scan for the check-in services and use service provider’s
web-server to check-in.
Web-service: A service provider can simply encode any of its services or a combination of its services into the ABG so that on receiving the service code a user can
easily gain an access to the URL particular to a location.
Indoor navigation:

This system can also be implemented for indoor localization

and indoor navigation. Each turn and important spots can be installed with ABGs.
Users present in the area can use the client application to detect their current location
and can be provided with a web-based map of their target location.
Location Message: The system can also be used to allow users to leave a message
for the service provider on a particular location or for another user that can receive
the message when he reaches the same location or independent of his location as
chosen by the messenger.
Booth Person Counter: The system can be used as a booth visitors counter in an
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exhibition. It can provide an easy information sharing platform between the booth
owner and the people visiting that particular booth. Booths be setup with ABGs so
that any user near their booths can scan for the services and get connected to the
booth owners via web-services like professional social networks.
Target Advertisement: The system can be used for advertisement. For example,
ABGs can be placed at traffic stops, bus stops and train stations to broadcast the
service codes for the web-site containing the advertisement. On receiving the service
code client on the user’s hand-held device can show users all the advertisement on
the screen.
Shopping Malls: The system can be used by shops inside a mall to advertise and
attract customers. A beacon can be placed outside the shop which will broadcast the
shop’s service code in its close surroundings. Through a single search clients can be
provided with the list of available shops around them. A network of such beacons
setup for all the shop in a mall can also be used for indoor navigation.
Public Announcement:

Public announcements can also be made as well. The

announcer can place one ABG in an area where the announcement is important and
update the announcement message on its web-server. On scanning for services, a user
can read the announcement on the hand-held device through the URL.
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Chapter 4
Implementation and Evaluation

In this chapter, we present the implementation details of LBS-ES, performance metrics, experimental use cases and results. To evaluate the performance we consider
variety of test scenarios.

4.1

Implementation details

In this section we present the implementation details of the proposed system, LBS-ES.

4.1.1

Audio Beacon Generator (ABG)

ABG is implemented with a low-power open source hardware single-board computer
BealgeBoard [57] connected to a Speaker and a Wi-Fi Dongle. In this prototype of
the system Beagleboard-xM C3 was used which carries 1 GHz ARM Cortex-A8 core
processor and 512 MB RAM. The BealgeBoard runs a custom Ubuntu 11.4 operating
system designed for the BealgeBoard. The system applications running in Ubuntu
are programmed in C. X-Mini 2 Portable speakers with a frequency response up to 20
kHz were used for the audio playback. Belkin’s WLAN dongle is used in the ABGs
as the WLAN interface. Our server application that controls the behaviour of the
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ABG listens for TCP connections via wireless ad-Hoc network for configuration and
operational messages on port 9931. Each ABG’s IP address is manually configured
so that they operate in the same subnet. This allows multiple ABGs to communicate
with each other and the user interfacing with the ABG Configuration Console on a
computer.
When a ABG is powered it boots up and logs into Ubuntu automatically and
then starts the server application that listens for TCP connections for messages and
commands. ABGs can respond to following messages:
Stop: to stop the broadcasting of the audio signal.
Start: to start the broadcasting the audio signal.
Update: to update the message string to be broadcast and configure the operating
parameters of the ABG.
The ABG starts broadcasting the service code upon receiving the message start
over the TCP connection. To broadcast the audio signal, it executes a program that
plays the audio file which contains the encoded audio signal, via speakers. Then the
program waits for a pre-configured time delay value and then sends the message Start
to the next ABG. The values for time delay and IP address of the next ABG are
programmed with the ABG Configuration Console. On receiving the message Stop,
the server application stops broadcasting the audio signal and keeps listening for new
messages.
The message Update can only be sent by the ABG Configuration Console and
contains the updated values for the service code and other operating parameters. On
receiving this message, the ABG executes the encoding algorithm and encodes the
new service code into the audio file and sets the values of time delay and IP address
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of the next ABG. Figure 4.1 shows the message passing and operation flow during
configuration.

Figure 4.1: Message Passing and Operation Flow During Configuration

4.1.2

Mobile Client Application

Mobile client application is written for Android mobile phones for the system prototype. The application required minimum of Android SDK API level 8 for the
operation. The application provides the user with a interface that allows him to
scan for location-based services and on success shows him a list of scanned services.
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The application scans the services by listening to acoustic signals from the mobile
microphone for 10 seconds and decoding the identifiable signals via real-time signal
processing. The application has multiple threads for recording and processing of the
audio signals to improve the performance of the application.
On selecting one of the scanned services, the application launches a web browser
that opens up the web site of the location-based service. On demand, it records and
processes the audio data for 10 seconds.

4.1.3

Server

The service providing server is implemented as a website which interfaces with the
users and offers them a variety of services. The web content of the server was designed
in HTML and PHP.

4.1.4

ABG Configuration Console

The application for configuration of the ABG is developed in Unity engine. The Unity
engine makes it easy to port the application to a variety of operating system. For
now the application was designed to run in Windows O/S. Also while the application
is designed as a fully integrated development engine for the creation of interactive
3D content, it is promising to enhance the configuration console in the future to add
features like acoustic simulations and operation of the ABGs for better performance.

4.2

Evaluation Scenarios

To evaluate the performance of the system a variety of test cases were designed
and considered. Our evaluation cases cover all the important operational aspects
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(time of discovery and acoustic communication errors in small rooms, big rooms and
hallways) of the system. The test were carried out in our Queen’s Telecommunication
Research Lab. Different areas of the room were chosen in the room to scan the services
and different metrics were noted with debugging functions integrated with the client
application. Each measurement was recorded 10 times and average of those value
is shown in the results. The test areas include a room of dimensions 10-by-10 feet
referred to as “small room” in the tests, one room of dimensions 20-by-20 feet referred
to as “large room”, and one long hallway of dimensions 5-by-120 feet referred to as
“hallway”.

4.2.1

Single ABG

As there are two modes of operation for the ABGs, we evaluate both of them separately. For the stand alone operation mode of the ABG, we use three different room
sizes. The system is evaluated in different environments because the surroundings of
mobile client affects the acoustic communication.
Case 1: Single ABG in One Room To evaluate the system in a normal sized
office room single ABG is placed in one end of a small office and the mobile client
scanned the services and measured the metrics after every 5 feet till mobile reaches
the other end of the room. The maximum distance between two opposite wall was 10
feet so we measure the metrics for 3 spots in the room.

Case 2: Single ABG in a Large Room To evaluate the system in a big office
a single ABG is placed at one side and the service scans are run at increment of 5
feet away from the ABG to the other end of the room. The debugging functions in
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the client application measured the metrics over the time the scan was run.

Case 3: Single ABG in a Hallway As discussed earlier, effects of echo and
reverberation are common in large halls, hallways, and large rooms. To evaluate the
systems performance in such an environment, a test is carried out in a 120 feet long
hallway. One ABG was placed at one end of the hallway and metrics were measured
at increments of 15 feet from the ABG till the mobile client reaches the other end of
the ABG.

4.2.2

Multiple ABGs

In these tests multiple ABGs are placed in a variety of environments and configurations to evaluate the system performance in environments with more than one
service.
Case 1: Three ABGs in Three Different Rooms This scenario evaluates
the system in an environment where there are multiple isolated rooms. We consider
three connected rooms, each with its own dedicated ABG configured to broadcast the
service code of the service available in its room. The ABGs are configured to operate
in individual mode. Values of different parameters are recorded on selected locations
in the floor as marked (by numbers) in Figure 4.2.
Case 2: Three ABGs in One Large Room We can easily isolate rooms and
their respective services by installing one ABG in each room, but it is important
to evaluate if the system can still work in a large room with different cubicles and
section separated by small wooden walls or open spaces. As the sound waves reflect
and diffract with the environment they can reach almost everywhere if there is a small
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Figure 4.2: Map of the area showing measured spots for multiple ABGs case 1
gap to let the sound waves traverse through. For the system to work properly, it is
important that the amplitude of the received signal on the client side is at least higher
than a threshold value in the operating zone.
To carry out the test, three ABGs were placed in our lab which has three sections
separated by two half high plastic and metal walls. Fourteen spots were chosen in
the room to evaluate the metrics as shown in the Figure 4.3. The ABGs are being
operated in group mode.
Case 3: Two ABGs in One Large Room As for an area supporting multiple
connected sub-areas, the correct detection of the nearest ABG is made based on the
strength signals, which can make it difficult for the client device to detect the correct
ABG. Properties of ultra-sound waves can cause wild variations in the strength of
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Figure 4.3: Map of the area showing measured spots for multiple ABGs case 2
the signals. This makes it important to evaluate the correctness of the identification
algorithm in such conditions. Two ABGs are placed in the lab, facing each other and
are configured to broadcast service codes simultaneously in the same operating area
divided by virtual sub-area as shown in Figure 4.4. Then the metrics are evaluated
at every five from ABG 2 as shown in the diagram. The client device moves from
ABG 2 towards ABG 1.

4.3

Performance Metrics

Following are the performance metrics used to evaluate the performance of the system.
Time of discovery: For a location-based service discovery system, the amount of
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Figure 4.4: Map of the area showing measured spots for multiple ABGs case 3
time it takes to discover the service is an important metric. We measure this metric
by measuring the time the mobile client application takes from the moment of request for scan from the user to the moment where at least one service is successfully
identified and shown to the user. This includes all the overheads of the process viz
network communication delays.
Error Percentage: As our system is based on an acoustic medium for digital data
communication, it is error prone. If the service code broadcasted by the ABG is not
identified in the first round, the application has to wait for the next broadcast, taking
more time in the discovery process. This makes error percentage an important metric
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for our system. We measure this by counting the number of correctly identifiable
broadcast messages received on the client side as a function of distance.
Algorithmic Configurations: These test cases were carried out to evaluate the
audio communication algorithm. The length of each of the signals in the audio data
packet greatly affects the performance of audio communication. As discussed in Section 3.2 audio signals can stay in the environment for some time after their broadcast
due to reflections from solid objects causing interferences in previous and new signals.
To avoid such interference the length of each signal and delay between each broadcast
is optimized.
The performance of this metric depends on the surrounding environment, client
side hardware and ABG’s speaker. It is noticed that sounds produced from opening
and closing of heavy doors, jangling of keys, sliding of papers, trucks and buses etc.
adversely affect the performance of the system. Also, the quality of speakers used
with the ABG directly influences these parameters. As discussed earlier speakers with
frequency response up to 20.6 kHz should perform better.
As discussed in Section 3, one audio data packet is divided into four sections (synchronization part, silent part 1, data part and silent part 2) and it carries information
of two bits. The length of these individual signals directly affects the performance
of the algorithm. We can represent one audio data packet as a-b-c-d where a is the
length of synchronization signal, b is the length of silent signal 1, c in the length of
data signal and represents the length of the silent signal 2. Considering this, we select
the following audio data packet configurations to be evaluated.
1-1-1-1: For this configuration length of each signal is equal to one signal which is
0.01 seconds for our algorithm. Considering the service code has a length of 7 6-bit
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characters, with this configuration the encoding algorithm generates the audio sample
of of length of 0.84 seconds. This configuration supports faster time of discovery as
it takes less time to record and decode a short acoustic signal but at the same time
it is error prone in reverberating environments.
1-1-2-4: In this configuration the data part is comprised of two signals which is equal
to 0.02 seconds. The silent part 2 is comprised of four signals which is equal to 0.04
seconds. With this configuration the generated audio sample has length of 1.68 seconds. The extended data and silent 2 parts enhance the chances of the audio packet
being detected correctly by the client application.
2-2-2-2: In this configuration all the sections of the audio packet are two signals which
is equal to 0.02 seconds each. With this configuration the generated audio sample
has length of 1.68 seconds.
3-3-3-3: In this configuration all the sections of the audio packet have lengths equal
to three signals which is equal to 0.03 seconds each. With this configuration the
generated the encoded service code has length of 2.52 seconds.

4.4

System Evaluation Results

To evaluate the system, different scenarios and environments are considered so that
the important parameters of the system can be evaluated. The tests are carried out
using Samsung Galaxy S II running Android 3.4.4 as the client mobile device. We
use 1-1-2-4 as our default data packet configuration.
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Distance
(in feet)

Communication Errors
(in percentage)

0
5
10

0
0
0
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Table 4.1: Communication errors (in percentage) for the single ABG Case 1
4.4.1

Single ABG

Case 1: Single ABG in One Room
The results of communication error metric as illustrated in Table 4.1 show that the
client application received all the broadcasted messages correctly. The reason there
was no error in the communication is that small rooms do not have reverberation.
With no reverberation the client application can correctly identify short pulses of
particular frequencies.
The average time of discovery metric results in Table 4.2 show that the overall
average time of discovery noted was 3.26 seconds ranging from a minimum of 2.141 to
a maximum of 4.406 seconds. This variation is due to the reason that communication
from the ABG to the client device is a one way broadcast as discussed in Section 3.5.1
and it is possible that user initiates the service scan in the start, middle or end of a
broadcast resulting in the information received from that particular broadcast being
ignored as it does not carry the complete service code. Furthermore, at rare occasions
the BeagleBoard delays the broadcast due the operating system’s internal processing.
If the client device receives an erroneous broadcast, the information received from
that broadcast is neglected and the client application waits for and decodes the next
broadcast.
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Distance
(in feet)

Average Time of Discovery
(in seconds)

0
5
10

3.139
3.324
3.332
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Table 4.2: Average discovery time for the single ABG Case 1
Distance
(in feet)

Communication Errors
(in percentage)

0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35

0
4.878
0
0
0
4.878
0
0

Table 4.3: Communication errors (in percentage) for the single ABG Case 2
Case 2: Single ABG in a Large Room
The results in Table 4.3 shows the client device received almost all the broadcasted
messages correctly on all the spots. As we can see from the Table 4.4 considering
a small room an ideal environment for the system, the average time of discovery
recorded was 3.3 seconds ranging from a minimum of 2.136 seconds to a maximum of
5.002 seconds.

Case 3: Single ABG in a Hallway
The ABG was placed at one side of the hallway and values of the metrics were recorded
after every 15 feet. The results in Table 4.5 and 4.6 show that in reverberating
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Distance
(in feet)

Average Time of Discovery
(in seconds)

0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35

3.140
3.324
3.332
3.240
2.938
3.527
3.347
3.686
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Table 4.4: Average discovery time for the single ABG Case 2
Distance
(in feet)

Average Time of Discovery
(in seconds)

0
15
30
45
60
75
90
105

3.136
3.621
3.309
2.958
3.031
3.938
3.643
4.063

Table 4.5: Average discovery time for the single ABG Case 3
environments the system works up to a certain distance. As the user goes further
away the number of errors and time of discovery increase. However, we have noticed
that if the user aims the microphone towards the ABG, numbers of errors are greatly
reduced. Time of discovery varied from 2.16 to 5.9 seconds with average of 3.46 for
the same reason as mentioned in Section 4.4.1.
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Distance
(in feet)

Communication Errors
(in percentage)

0
15
30
45
60
75
90
105

2.5
5
0
0
0
17.949
14.634
25.641
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Table 4.6: Communication errors (in percentage) for the single ABG Case 3
4.4.2

Multiple ABGs

Case 1: Three ABGs in Three Different Rooms
The results of communication errors metric in Table 4.7 show that for most of the
cases there was no error. The client device discovered and identified the correct ABG
every time as the rooms were isolated from each other by concrete walls. This implies
that the ultrasound signals can be used to isolate and identify different enclosed areas.
The measured average time of discovery as shown in the Table 4.8 has a minimum of
2.14 seconds to a maximum of 4.94 seconds.

Case 2: Three ABGs in One Large Room
The results of communication errors metric in Table 4.9 shows that all the messages
are received correctly by the client device from all the spots. The reason is the
time division multiplexing nature of the broadcasting. Average time of discovery as
measured in Table 4.10 varies between 2 seconds to 9 seconds with an average of 5.3
seconds. The reason for this wide range is that each ABG broadcasts its service code
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Marks

Communication Errors
(in percentage)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0
0
0
0
0
0
6.25
0
0
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Table 4.7: Communication errors (in percentage) for the multiple ABGs Case 1
Marks

Average Time of Discovery
(in seconds)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

3.313
3.605
3.168
3.558
3.744
3.396
3.176
3.521
3.059

Table 4.8: Average discovery time for the multiple ABGs Case 1
one after the other and client has to wait till the ABG mapped to his location gets
its turn to broadcast the service code. In our tests, each broadcast takes 1.68 seconds
and the time delay after every broadcast is 200 milliseconds, then three different
broadcasts take an average of (1.68 + 0.2) * 3 = 5.64 seconds (ignoring the TCP
communication delay).
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Marks

Communication Errors
(in percentage)

1
2
3
4
C1
6
7
8
9
C2
11
12
13
14
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Table 4.9: Communication errors (in percentage) for the multiple ABGs Case 2
Case 3: Two ABGs in One Large Room
Results of communication errors metric in Table 4.12 show that the client device
was successful in detecting the nearest ABG except for the spot in the middle of the
total distance with approximate accuracy of 50%. Also Table 4.11 shows that average
time of discover in that area was also recorded from minimum of 3.403 seconds to
maximum of 5.406 seconds.
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Marks

Average Time of Discovery
(in seconds)

1
2
3
4
C1
6
7
8
9
C2
11
12
13
14
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7

4.632
5.55
5.585
6.316
6.245
5.460
5.711
5.625
5.673
5.033
5.686
5.808
4.547
4.612
4.070
4.944
5.769
5.532
3.776

Table 4.10: Average discovery time for the multiple ABGs Case 2
Distance
(in feet)

Average Time of Discovery
(in seconds)

0
4
8
12
16
20
24
28
32
36

4.156
4.258
4.380
4.791
5.406
4.661
3.799
3.403
3.794
4.425

Table 4.11: Average discovery time for the multiple ABGs Case 3
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Distance
(in feet)

Communication Errors
(in percentage)

0
4
8
12
16
20
24
28
32
36

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Table 4.12: Communication errors (in percentage) for the multiple ABGs Case 3
4.4.3

Algorithmic Configuration

Room: Figures 4.6 and 4.5 show that 1-1-1-1 had lesser time of discovery than any
of the configurations even with so many corrupted messages. The reason is that a
message encoded with 1-1-1-1 takes half of the time it takes to broadcast the message
encoded with 2-2-2-2. Though there are errors in the communication, there are more
messages sent in a unit of time, and eventually a correct message is received faster.
1-1-2-4 has less time of discovery than 2-2-2-2 as it also has lower communication
errors. Though the length of each of the audio message with 1-1-2-4 and 2-2-2-2 is
similar (8 signals), the extra silence at the end avoid errors caused by reverberations.
3-3-3-3 had the least errors but time of discovery is more than our target.
Over all 1-1-2-4 is the best audio data packet configuration with lower errors and
time of discovery. It is least error prone in reverberating environments because of the
extra time delay after the data signal.
Hallway:

The results in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 show that in hallways and
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Figure 4.5: Communication Error for the room scenario for algorithm test cases
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Figure 4.6: Average Time of Discovery for the room scenario for algorithm test cases
large rooms with much reverberation, 1-1-2-4 is the best audio data packet configuration as it has them shortest times of discovery with average of 3.136 seconds. 1-1-1-1
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was not able to work properly as most of the messages were not received properly.
1-1-2-4 carries least number of corrupted messages supporting lesser values of time of
discovery. Whereas, 2-2-2-2 and 3-3-3-3 has more errors in the communication and
required more time to discover the service.
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Figure 4.7: Communication Error for the hallway scenario for algorithm test cases
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Figure 4.8: Average Time of Discovery for the hallway scenario for algorithm test
cases
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Chapter 5
Summary and Conclusions

5.1

Summary

This thesis explores the use of ultrasound to create an environment that assists users
in searching and discovering location-based services in their environments. A working
prototype of such a system was demonstrated and implemented. Different operational
modes of the system were considered to support multiple services in multiple sub-areas
in a single service area. A hardware module for the system named ABG is designed to
encode and broadcast digital data in the form of ultrasound signals. These modules
were designed to be configurable via network. The hardware and algorithms were
thoroughly tested to prove the viability of the system design. A client application
was designed for the Android operating system and was tested on multiple devices to
assess the system’s compatibility. Typical hand-held devices are normally compatible
with the system provided that they have a microphone, which can record frequencies
up to 20.6 kHz. The client application receives digital data via ultrasound through it’s
microphone. A 3D map builder and configuration application was developed for the
system. Multiple test scenarios were discussed and test results show that the system
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can be used for service discovery and accessing location-based services efficiently.

5.2

System Limitations and Future Work

As a prototype of the system was developed a few issues came to the forefront.
• Battery Consumption
Battery consumption of the client due to audio signal processing is not considered in
this thesis. The current system only processes audio for 10 seconds when demanded.
A lightweight signal processing algorithm can be designed that will be active as long
as the cell phone is turned on and will only process the audio when a particular
frequency is received.
• Removing audible clicks
The audible click sounds can be eliminated by applying an amplitude envelope as
explained in [38] but this may slow down the transfer rate.
• Better ABG Design
The ABG can be redesigned so that it consumes lower power. To achieve that all
the unnecessary components of the operating system can be removed and modified
to support only the features required for audio playback, networking and encoding of
the data signal. This will also result in lower CPU power requirements.
• Better Speakers
Custom speakers can be manufactured to produce high frequencies more accurately
and with more strength so that operating range of a single ABG can be increased
which will result in lesser errors during identification.
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• Better audio processing
Audio processing on the client application can be optimized to filter the noise and
correctly identify the frequencies in environments where reverberation causes communication errors.
• Better encoding schemes with secured data communication
The encoding algorithm does not consider security issues. Better coding algorithms
can be designed to encrypt the data in the audio signal. Furthermore, the algorithms
can be optimized to perform better in reverberating environments.
• Implementation of client on other platforms
In this thesis, client side is only implemented on Android operating system but it can
also be implemented on other types of hand-held devices.
• Better configuration application with more detailed map builder
ABG configuration application can be enhanced by allowing users to build more
detailed and accurate maps. Features that simulate behaviour of the sound can also
be implemented to analyze the performance of the system on a particular area before
it is installed.

5.3

Concluding Remarks

In conclusion, using ultrasound for space identification can be beneficial in optimizing
and easing the access of location-based services via hand-held devices. A wide variety
of new location-based services can be implemented with such a technology and others
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can be improved upon. The hardware in current generation mobile phones is powerful
enough to support signal processing, opening doors to more CPU extensive applications to be implemented. The proposed system performs extremely well within 40
feet and requires about 3 seconds to identify the space (depending on the construction
of the environment). For longer distances, a direct line of sight between the client
device and beacon generator results in better and quicker space identification. It also
features multiple tags in one closed space. The beacon generator is configurable via
network using the AGB configuration console.
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